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Abstract

This paper presents ideas and identi£es research issues for a novel information retrieval model for general purpose
information retrieval systems, in which each query except from specifying the topic of the information need, it also
speci£es the time period the user is willing to spend for getting and consuming the answer set, hence, for changing
his mental state and ful£lling his information need. The model requires knowing the ”consumption time” of each
document by the user. We describe methods for obtaining these times and show how these times can be exploited for
providing different results orderings. We analyze the issue of ordering from a decision theoretic point of view and we
further investigate an approach that uses Cost-Bene£t Analysis for choosing the documents to be returned for each
query. The model is further re£ned in order to support long term information needs with deadlines and documents
that are not instantly deliverable.

1 Introduction

Modern general-purpose information retrieval systems like the search engines of the web, are used for time-varying
information needs: for carrying out daily activities i.e. for deciding on an evening’s entertainment, for satisfying our
(short or long term) curiosity, or for carrying out more long term activities such as education, research or professional
instruction. Moreover, these systems comprise of ”documents” in different media (text, video, audio) and of different
size (personal notes, articles, books), thus of documents which imply quite different ”consumption” times by the user.

We propose a novel information retrieval model re£ning information needs and documents with respect to time.
This re£nement is bene£cial and generic:

• Certainly, time is an aspect of every information need. We need information for acting now (or in some point in
the future), and every information need has a deadline. In the extreme all information needs of an agent (human
or machine) have a time limit: his life time.

• Every document can be considered as a container of a piece of information, which has speci£c characteristics
(eg media, size) which imply speci£c (but not strict) time constraints for consuming it.

According to the proposed model, each query except from just specifying the topic of the information need, it
also speci£es a time constraint. The keypoint is that for two queries with the same topic description but with different
time constraints, the retrieval model returns two different answer sets (orderings of the available documents). Note
that even the most ”topic relevant” document may be excluded from the answer of a query, if this document violates
the time constraint of the query, that is, if the size of the document is too big. For example, for the query (Aristotle,
5min) our model may rank £rst a document containing 20 lines of text with general information about Aristotle, while
a book about Aristotle may be totally excluded from the answer returned, due to its size. However, this book may
be included in the answer returned for the query (Aristotle, 20h) There are many situations where this functionality is
useful, i.e. for getting informed about daily news: (Daily News, 1min) vs (Daily News, 1h), or for satisfying curiosity
and for recreational purposes, i.e. (Minoan Civilization, 2h).
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Section 2 presents the proposed information retrieval model and its underlying principle, and section 3 describes
a method for evaluating such queries. In section 4 the model is extended in order to support long term information
needs. Some ideas for techniques for obtaining the consumption time of a document are given in section 5, while
section 6 discusses the context switch overhead and section 7 concludes the paper.

2 The Information Retrieval Model

The Information Retrieval problem is based on: (a) a collection D = {d1, ...,dn} of n documents in their actual
digital form, (b) a set N of possible/probable information needs (a set which cannot be speci£ed exactly), and (c)
the assumption that some documents are more relevant to an information need than the other documents, that is, the
assumption that there exists a function R(D,N) which associates to each pair (information need, document), a degree
of relevance (an intrinsically ill-de£ned and fuzzy notion), which allows ordering the documents with respect to their
relevance to the information need.

An information retrieval system (IRS) is an information system, aiming at optimally exploiting D for ful£lling any
information need of N. For this purpose, each IRS has to materialize (clarify and implement) the function R(D,N).
In particular, each IRS is based on one information retrieval model (IRM) which can be de£ned 1 as a quadruple
[F ,D,Q,R] , where:

F is a framework for modeling document representations, queries and their relationships.

D is the set of representations for the documents in the collection (thus we can write, D ≡ FD(D) ).

Q is the set of representations of the information needs ( Q ≡ FN (N) ), also called queries.

R is a ranking function R : Q × D → [0, 1] which associates to any query-document pair (q, di), a real number
R(q, di) which is used for ordering documents with regard to the query q

All ”classic” information retrieval models i.e. the boolean model, the vector space model [8], the probabilistic
model [7], the inference network model [9], the belief network model [6], £t to this view. We propose a novel IRM
which re£nes the representation framework of queries (FN ), documents (FD), and of their relationship (R ), with
regard to the ubiquitous dimension of time.

In particular, the representation framework of information needs is re£ned as:

FN (n) = (qt, qt̄) ≡ q

where qt is the overall time the user is willing to spend for satisfying his information need, and qt̄ is any other
description of the information need excluding the time dimension (qt̄ = n \ qt), i.e. the topic of the information need
which may be a bag of terms or a boolean expression.

Analogously, the representation framework of documents is re£ned as:

FD(d) = (dt, dt̄) ≡ d

where dt is the time needed for ”consuming” the document, and dt̄ is any other description of the document
excluding the time dimension (dt̄ = d \ dt), that is, the result of a ”traditional” document indexing method. At £rst
we must note that the availability of the consumption time of each document, is useful by itself, i.e. we can include
dt in the tuple that describes each document of an answer set (it can accompany the title and the degree of relevance).
However, and this is more interesting, the availability of dt’s allows providing different orderings of the answer. Below
we focus on this issue, while the methods for obtaining the consumption time of a document are discussed in section
5.

We can consider each document d as an alternative represented as a point in the two dimensional consequence
space Rel × T , where Rel is the scale of topic relevance (that is, the range of R(qt̄, dt̄) 2) and T is the scale of time

1In a way similar to [2].
2Which is computed by the ranking function of the underlying IRM (eg the vector space model, the boolean model, the inference network model,

the belief network model).
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(the range of dt). Thus result ordering requires de£ning our preferences over this consequence space (also note that
every user could de£ne his own preferences over this space too). For instance a user may want documents to be ordered
in decreasing order with respect to Rel, while the documents which have the same degree of relevance, to be ordered
in ascending order with respect to T (this is the lexicographic ordering). The user may also want all documents with
degree of relevance greater than an aspiration level (e.g 0.8) to be ordered in ascending order with respect to T (this is
the lexicographic ordering with aspiration levels). However the more re£ned method for structuring preferences over
the Rel × T consequence space, is to de£ne a value function v : Rel × T → Real, so that

d ∼ d′ ⇔ v(�d) = v(�d′)

d � d′ ⇔ v(�d) > v(�d′)

where d ∼ d′ denotes that we are indifferent between d, d′, while d � d′ denotes that we prefer d from d′. Since our
preferences in dimension Rel is independent of the dimension T (our preference increases as rel increases for any
given t), and the vice versa (our preference increases as t decreases for any given rel), the preference structure over
Rel, T is called additive. For additive preference structures, over a consequence space X,Y , we can always £nd ([5])
a value function of the form: v(x, y) = λXvX(x) + λY vY (y) where vX(x) is a function of x, vY (y) is a function of
y, and λX , λY are constants. We say that this function is in additive form. This means the the value functions that we
are interested in are in additive form. Speci£cally we look for value functions based on the following principle:

TIME-EFFECTIVE PRINCIPLE:
For information needs with time-constraints, documents should be selected (and ordered) on the basis of
two objectives: maximize the topic relevance, and minimize the document consumption time

Speci£cally we continue our discussion by adopting the value function v(�d) = rel/t, thus we write:

R(q, d) =
R(qt̄, dt̄)

dt
(1)

Note that the value function v(x, y) = x/y corresponds to an additive preference structure since the function
log(v(x, y)) (which has the same indifference curves and induced preferential ordering with v(x, y) 3) is in additive
form, that is, log(v(x, y)) = log(x) − log(y). However, there is not a value function that £ts to all situations, and
note that the selection of the most appropriate value function is not only dependent on the user or the kind of the
information need, but it is also closely dependent on the underlying retrieval model which computes the degrees of
relevance. This implies that the selection of the value for a particular system requires experiments on that system. For
example Figure 1 shows the indifference curves for the value functions v(x, y) = y/x, and v(x, y) = y/log(x), and
note that all these functions correspond to additive preference structures.

The role of the parameter qt of queries is discussed in the next section.

3 Evaluating Queries

Clearly the availability of the consumption time of each document allows to the user to pose queries of the form: ”I
am looking for documents about topic X, and I am interested in documents with mindt < dt < maxdt”. However in
this section we investigate a more interesting form of queries, i.e. queries which specify the overall time that the user
is willing to to spend for consuming the whole answer set. Thus given a query q = (qt̄, qt) we want to select and
return the ”optimal” ordered subset A of D ( A ⊆ D). Two approaches are described below:

(a) The £rst approach is to exclude the documents with dt > qt and then to order the remained documents with
respect to relevance, or with respect to the value function (as it was de£ned earlier). Subsequently we keep
delivering documents to the user from the start of the ordering until reaching the cutoff qt.

3If v2(x) ≡ T (v1(x)) where T is a strict monotonous function, then v1 and v2 have the same indifference curves and induced preferential
ordering.
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Figure 1: Indifference Curves for v(x, y) = y/x, and for v(x, y) = y/log(x)

(b) The second approach is to look for a subset A of D that satis£es the time constraint qt and it has the maximum
relevance, that is, the summation of the degrees of relevance of its elements is the maximum (comparing with
all other subsets of D).

The implementation of the £rst approach is straightforward, therefore below we focus on the second. The problem
of selecting the optimal answer A∗ is approached as a Cost-Bene£t Analysis (CBA) problem [5]. In cost-bene£t
analysis there is a set of alternatives where each alternative is associated with a bene£t bi and a cost ci. The aim of
the decision maker is to choose the subset of the alternatives which maximize his gain, given that he has limited cost
resources C. The approach taken by CBA, is £rst to order the alternatives according to the bene£t-cost ratios, bi/ci,
and then accept alternatives until the cutoff C is reached.

In our case, each document is considered as an alternative, and the analog of the bene£t-cost ratio, is the ratio
(topic relevance)/(consumption time) which is actually the R(q, di) as de£ned in section 2. Given query q = (qt, qt̄)
and a document di = (dti, dt̄i), we will denote the R(qt̄, dt̄i) by bi, and the dti by ci. In addition, the fraction bi/ci

will be also denoted by ei. Now the set A∗, is obtained in two steps:

1) First, order the set D according to the ratios ei in descending order, and let (D)�e
denote this ordering of D.

In cases of two documents di, dj so that ei = ej (eg ei ≡ 0.5/10 = 1/20 ≡ ej), we can promote topic
relevance thus we de£ne the preference relation ”�e” as:

di �e dj iff (ei > ej) ∨ ((ei = ej) ∧ (bi ≥ bj))

If di �e dj , we will say that di is more effective than dj .

2) Subsequently, accept documents until the cutoff qt is reached. Here, we assume that the time for consuming a
set of documents A = {d1, ..., dk}, is the sum of the consumption times of the documents in A, and it will be
denoted by at(A):

at(A) =
k∑

i=1

dti

However we will come back and further discuss this issue in section 6. Thus, the answer to be returned, which
is denoted by A∗, consists of the £rst k members of (D)�e

, which is denoted by k[(D)�e
] , so that:

at(k[(D)�e
]) ≤ qt < at(k+1[(D)�e

])
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The algorithm which returns the set A∗ is simple and is given below (algorithm 3.1). It takes as input the time
constraint qt, and an array D[] of records. Each record D[i] has a £eld D[i].b storing the topic relevance of document
di, and a £eld D[i].c storing the consumption time of that document.

Algorithm 3.1 CBA
Input: D[], qt
Ouptut: A∗

(1) SORT(D[], e, �)
(2) at := 0
(3) i := 0
(4) repeat

i := i + 1
at := at + D[i].c

until at > qt
(5) Return D[1..i − 1]

Let us now describe an example. Assume a collection of four documents d1, .., d4 and a query with topic denoted
by X. The left part of the table shown in £gure 2, shows the degree of (topic) relevance bi, the consumption time ci,
and the ratio bi/ci, for each document di.

Ordering of documents
di bi ci bi/ci qt = 22 qt = 8 qt = 10

d1 0.4 3 0.13 1 1 1
d2 0.4 5 0.08 3 2
d3 0.9 9 0.10 2
d4 0.3 5 0.06 4

Figure 2:

The right part of the table, shows the position of each document in the answers returned for each one of the queries
(22,X), (8,X), and (10,X). For example, the answer to the query (22,X), is the ordered set < d1, d3, d2, d4 >.
Note that d3 is the most (topic) relevant document, since b3 = 0.9. However d1 precedes d3, in the answer of the query
(22,X), since b1/c1 > b3/c3.

Moreover note that d3 (which is the most topic relevant document) is totally excluded from the answer to the query
(8,X), since c3 > 8.

Now observe the answer of the query (10,X), which is < d1 >. Note that this is not the optimal solution, since
the answer < d1, d2 > is time valid ( c1 + c2 ≤ 10) and obviously better ( b1 + b2 > b1) that < d1 >. As this
example demonstrates, the returned solution A∗, is not always optimal. The problem of £nding the optimal subset
of D is essentially the knapsack problem formulated as an optimization problem which is a NP-complete problem
[4]. However, in the context of information retrieval through search engines with vast amounts of documents, the
algorithm returning the optimal solution would be prohibitive due to its complexity. Therefore we propose the above
CBA approach, as the most appropriate for this context. The algorithm employed by CBA is actually an approximation
algorithm with RGA = 2.

By extending the data structures used by information retrieval systems so that to also store the dti for each docu-
ment, the computation of the ordering (D)�e

is as ef£cient as the computation of the ordering with respect to topic
relevance (that is, (D)�b

), thus the proposed model does not introduce any ef£ciency overhead.

3.1 Evaluating Queries on Secondary Systems

Assume that we want to implement the functionality described earlier, on top of an information retrieval system which
provides ordering only by topic relevance, that is (D)�b

. The search engines of the web are such systems: they take
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as input a query and return an ordered list of pointers to web pages, where each pointer consists of the URL of one
page, a number measuring the (topic) relevance between the query and that page, and possibly a short description of
the page (i.e. the page’s title).

Assume that we want to build a secondary system (i.e. a personal agent or a mediator) which will implement our
model on top of such a search engine. Also assume that this system has a method for estimating the consumption time
of a document by its actual contents, that is, the system has a function fdt : D → Time which takes as input a
fetched page d, and returns the expected consumption time for that page (for more see section 5). Thus, for computing
the ratio ei(=

R(qt̄,dt̄i)
dti

) of one page, the secondary system has to fetch the whole page di and then apply ftd(di) to
obtain dti. Thus for computing (D)�e

the secondary system should fetch the actual contents of all pages in (D)�b
.

However, this would be time prohibitive, since the answers returned by search engines usually contain thousands of
pointers. Therefore we want to reduce the number of fetched pages f , without sacri£cing the retrieval quality.

Any possible approach for reducing the number of fetched documents without sacri£cing the retrieval quality, lies
on the availability of some knowledge about the underlying system. Here we assume that we know that for every
document di, of a given collection D, it holds: dti > TMIN . For example for an information source containing
books we may set TMIN = 5h, for a source containing articles we may set TMIN = 2h, while for a source containing
advertising spots we may set TMIN = 2s. Clearly, all ”time-valid” answers for a query q = (qt, qt̄), will have at
most k documents ( |A| ≤ k), where k equals to:

k =
qt

TMIN

Thus, in order to £nd the answer A∗ it suf£ce to £nd the k most ”effective” documents of D, denoted as k[(D)�e
].

If the secondary agent fetches only k documents, probably they will not be the most effective ones:

k[(D)�e
] �= (k[(D)�b

])�e

thus the number for fetched documents, f , should be greater than k. Therefore we want to £nd the smaller f which
enables £nding the k most effective documents of D. More formally:

min f : k[(D)�e
] =k [(f [(D)�b

])�e
]

Below we present an algorithm (algorithm 3.2) which takes as input the answer returned by the underlying system,
the TMIN , and the qt, and fetches the minimum number of documents which allow £nding the k most effective
documents of D. The answer returned by the underlying system is modelled as an array of records D[1..n] where
D[i].url is the address of one page, and D[i].b is the degree of relevance of that page (with respect to the submitted
query). Note that the array D[] is ordered in decreasing order with respect to the £eld b.

Below we describe each step of this algorithm.

Step (1) computes the number k.
Step (2) stores in an array A[] the £rst k records of D[]. Note that A[] is an array of records where each record consists
of three £elds url, b, e. The last £eld e, is for storing the ratio b/dt and for updating this £eld (A[i].e) the document
A[i].url is fetched, and the function ftd is applied to its contents.
Step (3) sorts the array A[] in decreasing order with respect to the £eld e.
In Step (4) if the condition D[f + 1].b > A[k].e ∗ TMIN is satis£ed (we will come back to this condition later), then
the next unfetched document (D[f + 1].url) is fetched, a new record is created for that document, and this record is
inserted in the array A[] so that to preserve the ordering of A[] with respect to e.

Clearly, the fetching of documents in step (4) stops when D[f + 1].b ≤ A[k].e ∗ TMIN . By dividing each side
of this inequality by the positive number D[f + 1].dt we get:

D[f + 1].b
D[f + 1].dt

≤ A[k].e ∗ TMIN

D[f + 1].dt

However, we know that for any document, it holds D[i].dt > TMIN , thus certainly it holds TMIN
D[f+1].dt < 1. Thus

we can write
D[f + 1].b
D[f + 1].dt

≤ A[k].e ∗ TMIN

D[f + 1].dt
< A[k].e
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This means that the ratio of the next unfetched document, D[f + 1].e, is less than the ratio of the k-most effective
fetched document, A[k].e. Since D[] is ordered in decreasing order with respect to b, this holds for all the subsequent
unfetched documents. Therefore, it has no meaning to continue fetching documents.
Step (6) returns the £rst k elements of A[].

Algorithm 3.2 Fetch
Input: D[],

TMIN,
qt

Ouptut: A[]

(1) k:= qt / TMIN
f:= k

(2) For i = 1 to f
A[i].url = D[i].url
A[i].b = D[i].b

A[i].e = A[i].b/ ftd( fetch(A[i].url))

(3) SORT(A[], e, �)

(4) While D[f + 1].b > A[k].e ∗ TMIN do
f:=f + 1
nrec = new record(D[f ].url, D[f ].b, D[f ].b/ ftd(fetch(D[f ].url)))
INSERT(A[], nrec)

end while

(5) Return A[1..k]

4 Long-term Information Needs

There are some quite common information needs which are not included in the functionality described so far. For
instance, consider the case of a student who has to make a talk about a topic X in two weeks from now. For that
purpose, the student wants to £nd documents relevant to X, and he is planning to spend less than 10 hours of reading.
The fact that the deadline of the exercise is in two weeks, means that documents which are deliverable only after
requesting them by email should be taken into account during the evaluation of his query. As another example,
consider the rather extreme case where the deadline of the information need is 6 months (i.e. for £nding documents
in order to write a feasibility study for a 2-years research project, or for £nding bibliographic references for writing a
PhD proposal). In this case, documents which are not even published, but are going to be published within the next 6
months (i.e. announced books or periodic publications such as conference proceedings and journals) should be taken
into account too.

In order to de£ne an information retrieval model supporting such information needs, we must further re£ne the
representation of documents and queries.

In particular, we consider queries of the form: q = (qt, qd, qtd) where:

qt : the consumption time of the information need

qd : the deadline of the information need

qtd : any other description of the information need excluding the above

The qd is used to model the constraint that the user should have received and consumed the whole answer set, by
the time now() + qd, i.e. the student of our example, would formulate the query q = (10h, 14d,X). Note that a
query is well-formed only if qt ≤ qd.
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Analogously we re£ne the representation of documents. In particular we consider document representations of the
form d ≡ (dt, dd, dtd) , where

dt : the document’s consumption time

dd : the document’s delivery time

dtd : any other description of the document excluding the above

Note that this framework allows representing a document di which has not even published by setting ddi =
publishingDate(di) + deliveryT ime, and note that such document representation is well-suited for publishing or-
ganisms.

Given the above representation framework of documents and queries, below we describe the method for evaluating
queries. First, we introduce some preliminary notations. For a set of documents A = {d1, ..., dk} :

• at(A) denotes the time needed for consuming A,

• ad(A) denotes the time by which the whole set A will have been delivered to the user ,

• ao(A) denotes the overall time by which the whole set A will have been delivered and consumed by the user

Below we describe the method for computing each one of the above.

• at(A) is computed as speci£ed in section 3, that is:

at(A) =
k∑

i=1

dti

• ad(A) equals to the delivery time of the latest delivered document of A, that is:

ad(A) = maxA ddi

• For computing ao(A) we assume that:

(a) the user consumes the answer set in a FIFO-manner, and
(b) the user never stops reading (as long as he has something to read)

The £rst assumption implies that the whole set A will have been delivered and consumed, when the last delivered
document will have been consumed. Figure 3 shows graphically the ”reading time” of the user for a collection
A consisting of four documents.

Given the above assumptions, below we present an algorithm (algorithm 4.1) which takes an input a set of
documents A = {d1, ..., dk} and returns the ao(A). More precisely, the input of the algorithm is an array A[] of
records, where each record has the £elds dd and dt.

Algorithm 4.1 OverallTime
Input: A[1..k]
Ouptut: ao(A[1..k])

(1) SORT(A[], dd, ≺) /* order documents by delivery time in increasing order */
(2) ao :=0
(3) for j:=1 to k

ao := max { ao, A[j].dd } + A[j].dt
(4) return ao
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Figure 3:

Now we are able to describe our method for evaluating queries. Clearly, a set of documents A is time-accepted
with respect to a query q = (qt, qd, qtd) if at(A) ≤ qt , and ao(A) ≤ qd Algorithm 4.2 takes as input a set of
documents D and a query q = (qt, qd, qtd), and returns an ordered subset A∗ of D. Below we describe each step of
this algorithm.
Step (1) excludes the documents which even taken alone miss the deadline. Step (2) calls the CBA algorithm (Alg.
3.1), which sorts the remained documents with respect to e, and returns the £rst more effective documents until
reaching qt. Step (3) by calling the Alg. 4.1, it checks whether the returned set ”misses the deadline”, and if this
happens, it excludes documents (from the end) until the deadline is not missed.

Algorithm 4.2 LTQ
Input: D[], qt, qd
Ouptut: A∗

(1) D1[] := D[] \ {di|ddi + dti > qd}

(2) A[] := CBA(D1[], qt)
k := numOfRecordsOf(A[])

(3) while OverallTime(A[1..k]) > qd
k := k-1

(4) Return A[1..k]

Let us now describe an example. Assume a collection of four documents D = {d1, d2, d3, d4}, and assume a
query with qt = 10, and qd = 12. Figure 4 shows the topic relevance (b) for each document with respect to the query,
and the documents’ consumption and delivery times.

Below we describe each step of our algorithm.

(1) This step results to the set D1 = {d1, d2, d4}. Note that the document d3 is excluded because it misses the
deadline (dt3 + dd3 = 1 + 20 = 21 > 12 = qd).

(2) In this step, the algorithm CBA is called which results to the following ordering of documents:
({10/5, 10/4, 1/2})�e

= < 10/4, 10/5, 1/2 > = < d2, d1, d4 > Then it selects documents from the
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di bi dti ddi ei

d1 10 5 5 2
d2 10 4 5 2.5
d3 10 20 1 0.5
d4 1 2 2 0.5
d5

Figure 4: An example

begining until the qt = 10 is reached. Note that only the £rst two documents are selected because at({d2, d1}) =
5 + 4 = 9 < 10 = qt, while at({d2, d1, d4}) = 5 + 4 + 2 = 11 �< 10 = qt. Thus the algorithm CBA returns
the ordered set A =< d2, d1 >.

(3) Since the set A as computed by step (2) is not time accepted (a[0] = 0, a[1] = 10, a[2] = 14), this step excludes
the last document, that is document d1. Hence, A = {d2}. This answer is time accepted ( because ao(A) = 9),
therefore it is returned.

Obviously, the answer returned by the algorithm is always time accepted. Unfortunately it does not always return
the optimal answer. For instance, is the above example the set A′ = {d2, d4} is ”better” than the returned set A =
{d2}, since at(A′) = 6, ad(A′) = 5, ao(A′) = 9. However, for very long term queries scheduling algorithms
returning better answers can be employed.

5 Obtaining the Consumption Time of a Document

In ”classical” information retrieval models, FD(d) stands for the document indexing method (mostly automatic),
which indexes the actual documents with respect to the indexing language employed, which in most of the cases is an
uncontrolled vocabulary. In our model, we decompose the FD to: FDT̄ and FDT , where the £rst is the document
indexing method of the current IRS’s (i.e. term vectors weighted by the TD*IDF, or faceted classi£cations, etc), while
the FDT is a function taking as input a document in its actual digital form, returning the consumption time of that
document. Below we discuss in brief some approaches for obtaining these times, however we believe that this issue
worths further research and experimental studies.

Roughly we can distinguish two approaches. The £rst is to store (as metadata 4) the consumption times of the
documents that have already been consumed by users (this approach is appropriate within a community of users with
similar characteristics). The second is to develop techniques for estimating the consumption times automatically. In
general the consumption time of a document by a particular user is determined by multiple factors such as (1) the
actual contents of the document (eg size), (2) the information content of the document (eg news vs maths), (3) the
characteristics of the user, (4) the purpose of the information need (eg recreation vs research). Note that all factors
except (1) are highly subjective. Therefore we believe we should start from estimation techniques which are based
only on the actual contents of the documents. In general it seems that we need a combination of extraction, feedback
and learning mechanisms. For example we could start by distinguishing cases on the basis of the media type of the
document:For PLAIN TEXT-documents we can consider dti = SizeOf(di) ∗ c where c is a constant determined
by the reading rate of the user. For non-plain text documents (eg articles, books), more sophisticated techniques
can be employed. For example from each di we could extract the number of words |wi|, the number of £gures |fi|,
the number of mathematical equations |mi|, and subsequently estimate the consumption time of the document by a
formula of the form dti = |wi| ∗ a + |fi| ∗ b + |mi| ∗ c where a, b, c are appropriate constants. For Audio/Video-
documents we can consider dti = di.duration or if this metadata is not available, we may divide the size of the
document by a factor determined by the quality (frames/sec, sampling rate, etc) of the document.

4For instance, we may have documents annotated by the Dublin Core metadata set, or by XML/RDF schemas.
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6 Comments on the Context Switch Overhead

In section 3 we computed the consumption time of a set of documents A = {d1, ..., dk} as the sum of the consumption
times of each document, that is at(A) =

∑k
1 dti . One extension is to assume that there is a context switch overhead,

thus we could alter the computation of at(A) as:

(i) at(A) =
∑k

1(dti +c) Here, we assume a constant context switch overhead, c, per each document. This means,
that the time needed for consuming 15 documents each having dt=1s, is greater than the time for consuming 1
document with dt=15s.

(ii) at(A) =
∑k

1(dti + dti/c) Here the context switch overhead per document is a fraction of its consumption
time. This implies that ”big” documents will be associated with ”big” context switch overheads.

However in the context of statistical information retrieval we think that the most appropriate approach to be taken
(if we have to take one) is the case (i) which moreover does not require different algorithms than the those proposed.
Any other approach is more appropriate for investigation and experimentation, in the context of Knowledge-based
Information Retrieval (KIR), since KIR is concerned more with the cognitive aspect of information retrieval than the
engineering one [3]. From that point of view, we could further proceed and say that the consumption time of a docu-
ment as well as the context switch overhead, might be determined by many other factors such as: the ”prerequisities”
for understanding each document, the knowledge background of the user, the degree of ”overlap” within the answer
set, the ordering (or clustering) of the answer set, and many others of factor which are being studied by cognitive
science [1].

However, all these factors must also affect the selection of the optimal answer set and not only the estimation of
the consumption time. However the computation of relevance by the statistical information retrieval models, can not
take into account these factors. Therefore these issues are out of the context of this work.

7 Concluding Remarks

We proposed ideas and identi£ed issues for further research for designing retrieval models which re£ne information
needs and documents with respect to time, which is a generic and ubiquitous aspect. This re£nement is useful in
digital libraries which are used for quite different information needs and situations (e.g. querying the web from
mobile phones) and contain quite size-heterogeneous documents. Moreover time constraints can be considered as a
complementary approach for improving the quality of retrieval and reducing information overload 5. According to our
knowledge, the idea of re£ning information needs and documents with respect to time is new and, surprisingly, it has
been ignored even by the user-based retrieval evaluation measures.

We described how the consumption time of documents can be exploited for providing new ways of result of
ordering, and we believe that this issue worths further research. An advantage of the model is that it can extend the
existing retrieval models, without any storage, effort, or ef£ciency overhead. The model is further re£ned to support
long term information needs, that is, information needs with deadlines. This enables taking into account documents
which are not available (or not instantly deliverable) by the telecommunication network, but are delivered only by
postal order (or requested and delivered by email).

Concerning future research we plan to experiment with techniques for estimating the consumption times of doc-
uments. In addition, we believe that it worths investigating whether the interactive procedures for assessing the com-
ponent value functions (vX(x), vY (y)) and the scaling constants (λX , λY ), which have been developed by the £eld
of Decision Analysis, could be supported by an IRS, because, as mentioned earlier, there is not a value function for
all kinds of information needs, IRM’s or users. Another issue, subject for future research, is the design of feedback
mechanisms for improving the value function.

5”Almost anybody can add information. The dif£cult question in how to reduce it”.
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